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Abstract
Some individuals suffering from mild traumatic brain injuries, especially repetitive
mild concussions, are thought to develop a slowly progressive encephalopathy
characterized by a number of the neuropathological elements shared with
various neurodegenerative diseases. A central pathological mechanism
explaining the development of progressive neurodegeneration in this subset of
individuals has not been elucidated. Yet, a large number of studies indicate that
a process called immunoexcitotoxicity may be playing a central role in many
neurodegenerative diseases including chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE).
The term immunoexcitotoxicity was first coined by the lead author to explain the
evolving pathological and neurodevelopmental changes in autism and the Gulf War
Syndrome, but it can be applied to a number of neurodegenerative disorders. The
interaction between immune receptors within the central nervous system (CNS)
and excitatory glutamate receptors trigger a series of events, such as extensive
reactive oxygen species/reactive nitrogen species generation, accumulation of lipid
peroxidation products, and prostaglandin activation, which then leads to dendritic
retraction, synaptic injury, damage to microtubules, and mitochondrial suppression.
In this paper, we discuss the mechanism of immunoexcitotoxicity and its link to each
of the pathophysiological and neurochemical events previously described with CTE,
with special emphasis on the observed accumulation of hyperphosphorylated tau.
Key Words: Cerebral concussion, chronic traumatic encephalopathy, cytokines,
hyperphosphorylated tau, immunoexcitotoxicity, microglia, mild traumatic brain
injury, quniolinic acid
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Summary

Post-concussion syndrome, post-traumatic stress disorder,
and chronic traumatic encephalopathy common genesis and
treatment options
Post-concussion syndrome (PCS), post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD), and chronic traumatic encephalopathy
(CTE) are devastating neurological conditions, not
completely understood in terms of their pathogenesis.
There is, however, accumulating scientific evidence that
physical injury as in football or other contact sports as well
as some psychiatric disorders (e.g., depression and PTSD)
produce a neuroinflammatory and excitotoxic response
in the brain. In the case of concussions, cumulative
injury may lead to progressive neurodegeneration of
the brain (CTE). One of the authors (RB) named this
neuroinflammatory
process
“immunoexcitotoxicity,”
which he first observed in the “Gulf war syndrome.”
This process relates to an over-reaction of the resident
macrophage immune protective cells in the brain
(microglia). When stimulated by trauma, viruses, or
other toxic substances, they normally release chemicals
(cytokines and excitotoxic amino acids) that initiate a
cascade of effects that, if failing to “switch off,” further
leads to a series of molecular chain reactions called
“excitotoxicity.” This can result in the eventual death
of nerve cells. It is akin to a smoldering brush fire
(inflammation) in the brain that with repeated trauma
burns out of control. This process also occurs in other
neurological diseases like Alzheimer’s disease, multiple
sclerosis, and Parkinson’s.
Immunoexcitotoxicity represents a new concept in
medicine in the development of brain diseases and
can explain the original observations of subsequent
progressive brain injury (pugilistica dementia) in
fighters, in other contact sports, and in injury suffered
in military combat. This immunoexcitotoxic response

may be enhanced by prior “priming” of the microglia
by exposure to neurotoxic metals (Pb, Al, Hg, Cd, Fe),
neurotoxic chemicals, (pesticides/herbicides), prior
or occult infections, and brain trauma (concussions).
With subsequent concussions, as in a previously primed
immune allergic reaction (e.g., peanut allergy), there is
an outpouring of cytotoxic chemicals that is associated
with memory loss, personality changes, depression, and
more—all common findings in PCS, PTSD, and CTE.
Elevated levels of the same immunoexcitotoxic
chemicals (IL-1, interleukin-6, tumor necrosis factor,
and excitotoxins) seen in brain trauma have now been
observed in depression, obsessive compulsive disorder, and
other psychiatric disorders—unrelated to physical trauma
to the brain. Thus, there appears to be a continuum from
traumatic concussion to PTSD to CTE—all with the
underlying substrate of immunoexcitotoxicity.
With neuroinflammation linked with excitotoxicity
as a possible common genesis to all, preventive and
therapeutic strategies with anti-inflammatory agents
and glutamate receptor modulators, both pharmacologic
(non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDS),
tetracycline’s, etc.) and natural (Omega 3 fatty acids,
vitamin D3, resveratrol, curcumin, quercetin, magnesium,
luteolin, and hyperbaric O2, etc.) should be thoroughly
investigated.

Joseph C. Maroon

Department of Neurosurgery, Vice Chairman and Clinical Professor,
Heindl Scholar in Neuroscience, University of Ptitsburgh Medical Center,
Team Neurosurgeon, The Pittsburgh Steelers
E-mail: maroonjc@upmc.edu

Summary

Immunoexcitotoxicity as a central mechanism in chronic
traumatic encephalopathy—A unifying hypothesis: A summary
The development of chronic traumatic encephalopathy
(CTE) as a consequence of repeated, minor impact head
injury has only recently been described. Although the
final pathological manifestation closely resembles that of

sporadic Alzheimer’s disease, there are some differences,
especially the predominance of tau pathology over
amyloid accumulation in affected regions of the brain.
Anatomical differences in the distribution of pathology
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are explained by the diffuse nature of traumatic brain
injury (TBI) vs a spontaneous development as with
Alzheimer’s dementia.
A central mechanism responsible for this pathological
and clinical picture has not been forthcoming, but in
this paper, we present a central mechanism that may
explain most of the features of the disorder, especially the
pathogenesis of hyperphosphorylated tau proteins.
The interaction between glutamate receptors and specific
cytokine receptors has been shown to result in a hyperreactive response of the microglia that was primed
by the initial traumatic head injury or other events.
The microglia, which are derived embryologically from
macrophage/monocytes, constitute the main cells of
the brain’s innate immune system. With disturbances
of brain homeostasis, some of the microglia undergo a
partial activation state in which the mRNAs needed for
generating potentially destructive elements are activated,
but without an increase in the neuroactive proteins
actually involved in neurodegeneration. That is, they are
on alert, but not fully active. When previously primed
microglia are activated to a fully activated state, they
pour out very high levels of neurodestructive elements,
far beyond initially activated, unprimed microglia.
Priming can occur not only from the initial impact, but
also from systemic infections, certain toxic environmental
exposures (including mercury, pesticide/herbicides), and
latent virus infections within the brain. The latter may
include cytomegalovirus and herpes simplex viruses.
Once primed, subsequent injuries can result in a
hyperactive response of the microglia, resulting in
a several fold higher release of immune cytokines,
chemokines, and other immune mediators, as well as a
massive release of the excitotoxins––glutamate, aspartate,
and quniolinic acid. Crosstalk between proinflammatory
cytokines and glutamate receptors accelerate and
worsen neurodegeneration in the affected areas of the
traumatized brain, a process the lead author named
immunoexcitotoxicity. The frontal lobes, hippocampus,
and parietal lobes show the greatest sensitivity to traumainduced immunoexcitotoxicity, all areas involved in
learning and memory as well as control of behaviors, such
as suicidal impulses, depression, and addictions.
Both inflammatory cytokines and excitotoxins can
dramatically increase the generation of reactive
oxygen and reactive nitrogen intermediates and an
array of lipid peroxidation products, both of which
interfere with glutamate clearance, thus magnifying
immunoexcitotoxicity over a prolonged period. This
accounts for the observed high levels of oxidative stress
seen with brain injury as well as energy depletion,
since immunoexcitotoxicity initiates mitochondrial
dysfunction.

http://www.surgicalneurologyint.com/content/2/1/107

We know that microglial cells have various modes of
activity—some of which are mainly reparative and
some potentially neurodestructive, and that they switch
between these various phenotypes during various phases
of brain pathology. During the reparative mode, microglia
act as phagocytic cells, cleaning up the debris from the
injured neurites and secrete neurotropic substances, such
as brain-derived neurotropic factor, so as to enhance
repair of the damage. Repeated trauma to the brain
may prevent the normal microglial switching from a
proinflammatory mode to a reparative mode, resulting
in chronic microglial immunoexcitotoxic activity and
subsequent progressive neurodegeneration. This has been
demonstrated in a number of brain pathologies. And,
as demonstrated, several studies have shown that high
levels of glutamate and quniolinic acid released from
both activated microglia and astrocytes can significantly
increase the deposition of hyperphosphorylated tau
protein resulting in the observed neurofibrillary tangle
accumulation seen with CTE.
An integral part of this process is the effects of brain aging
on the immunoexcitotoxic process. It is known that as
the brain ages, microglia become spontaneously primed.
Under nonpathological conditions, these aging microglia
are primed in a non-neurodestructive mode. That is, they
do not cause progressive brain degeneration. Yet, in the
face of systemic infections, environmental toxic exposure,
brain trauma, or pre-existing brain pathology, the primed
microglia switch to become neurodestructive and may
remain so for very prolonged periods. The neuronal
destruction seen with subsequent activation of primed
microglia in the aged brain is much more intense and
prolonged than in the younger brain. This explains the
progressive nature of CTE and why it seems to worsen as
the person ages.
This priming and switching process intrinsic to microglia
is highly dependent on a number of conditions, including
status of brain antioxidant defenses, general health of the
individual, presence of systemic inflammation, exposure
to neurotoxic environmental elements, and geneticrelated susceptibility to immunoexcitotoxicity. This
explains why not all athletes are affected and provides
a simple mechanism to explain the ongoing pathology
being observed in the smaller number subjected to
repeated minor head injuries. Also, of importance
would be the efficiency of glutamate removal systems,
glutathione levels, and dietary habits of the person. All
of these factors help explain the observed differences in
vulnerability.
Taken together, there is convincing evidence that TBI,
especially repetitive injury, initiates the activation
of innate brain immunity, which leads to transient
immunoexcitotoxicity.
Under
normal
conditions,
this rapidly reverses as microglia assume a reparative
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phenotype. Preexisting brain pathology, even occult, or
previous priming of microglia places the injured brain
in a state of extended hyper-reactivity, which can lead
to a prolonged cascade of immunoexcitotoxic events,
eventually culminating in progressive neurodegeneration.
As the brain ages, it becomes more vulnerable for a
number of reasons, including progressive microglial
activation and priming, attenuation of mitochondrial
function, higher levels of inflammation, neuronal and glial
dystrophy, reduced brain magnesium, periodic infections,
and a lifetime of exposure to a number of environmental
toxins and events. Compelling evidence suggest that
immunoexcitotoxicity can lead to hyperphosphorylation
of tau, increase the generation of neurotoxic levels of
Aß oligomers, suppression of mitochondrial migration to
the synapse as well as depress mitochondrial function,
an increase in the generation of reactive oxygen

species/reactive nitrogen species and lipid peroxidation
products, all of which lead to synaptic and dendritic loss,
pathophysiological events commonly seen in CTE.

INTRODUCTION

demonstrated two basic patterns of chronic pathology
in CTE, one with abundant diffuse amyloid plaques
and hyperphosphorylated Tau and another essentially
devoid of amyloid plaque, but having abundant tau.[156]
Approximately 50% of CTE patients lack significant
amyloid plaque accumulation. The presence of
apolipoprotein E (APOE) genotypes, in particular APOE4
allele, or other unique constitutional patterns may explain
the difference in the two pathological presentations.[115]
The APOE4 allele, especially if homozygous, significantly
increases one’s risk of late-onset AD. The age of onset
can also play a role in the presence of inclusion bodies.

Approximately 1.5 million people in the United States
annually experience a traumatic brain injury (TBI).[231]
The number of unreported head injuries is much higher.
Of these, a great number occur in sports-related events,
professional and nonprofessional. There are approximately
100 000 to 300 000 concussions occurring in the game
of football alone each year.[96] Most sports-related head
injuries are minor concussions and a significant number
are repeated injuries over a relatively short period of time.
It is known that football players and boxers experience
thousands of subconcussive blows during a career.[89,96]
Until recently, it was assumed that minor injuries resulted
in few long-term neurological problems and were, in fact,
characterized by a lack of neuropathological damage
to the brain. Although it was recognized that a small
percentage of these individuals could suffer from an array
of neurological and constitutional complaints, called the
post-concussion syndrome, there was little evidence of
anatomical damage to explain these symptoms.[60,116]
Chronic changes in a number of participants in contact
sports, including retired NFL football players, referred
to as chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE), have
been recently described. Many of these resemble
some of the pathologic changes seen with Alzheimer’s
neurodegeneration (AD), including abundant widespread
tau deposits, while some cases demonstrated no amyloid
deposits and few neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs).[156,174,175]
The hyperphosphorylated tau seen in CTE is identical
to that associated with AD.[156] Subsequent studies have

With better methods of activated microglial scanning, we
may be better able to demonstrate the dynamics of this
process and design ways to reduce destructive microglial
activation, neuroinflammation and immunoexcitotoxicity
reactions without interfering with normal brain function,
as has been the problem with previous studies using
glutamate blockers. It may also be possible to promote
switching of the microglia to a reparative phenotype.

Russell Blaylock
Visiting Professor Biology, Belhaven University Jackson,
MS 39157, Theoretical Neurosciences Research, LLC
E-mail: blay6307@bellsouth.net

The etiology of these changes to date has not been
explained by a defined central mechanism that would
explain the prolonged progression of neurodegenerative
changes seen in this syndrome. We are of the opinion
that there exists abundant evidence that mild,
repetitive concussions can trigger a process called
immunoexcitotoxicity that in some cases can result in a
progressive degeneration in a pattern seen with CTE. A
number of studies have shown immune proinflammatory
cytokine responses in the traumatized brain that are
widespread, with more intense localization within areas
of the brain also affected in Alzheimer’s disease.[110,134,156]
Most such studies have examined acute immune effects
in moderate to severe TBI, but a few are concerned
with chronic immune responses as well.[70,79,84,98,208,211]
Likewise, there are a number of studies, both in human
beings and experimental animals, demonstrating a
massive acute accumulation of glutamate, aspartate, and
other excitotoxins in the central nervous system (CNS)
following TBI.[29,180,198,247]
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CLINICAL
FEATURES
OF
CHRONIC
TRAUMATIC ENCEPHALOPATHY
Martland in 1928 introduced the idea of a chronic
progressive degeneration of the brain following repeated
blows to the head in boxers, which he called the “punch
drunk syndrome” and was later referred to as dementia
pugilistica.[149] With the wider recognition of a similar
chronic neurodegenerative disorder in a number of
athletes and others exposed to repeated head injury,
the term CTE was coined by Omalu et al. McKee, and
others, subsequently have suggested that this syndrome
may result from multiple cumulative subconcussive blows
to the head.[156,174,175]
The presentation of the syndrome is rather insidious in
its earliest stages, usually presenting with problems with
recent memory, poor attention, bouts of disorientation,
confusion, and frequent headaches. The rate of
progression varies, but usually there is a progressive
worsening of mental abilities. Poor insight and judgment,
worsening of disorientation and confusion, and the onset
of a number of antisocial behaviors are characteristic. A
number of the symptoms can be related to poor prefrontal
cortex executive function and limbic system dysfunction.
McKee et al. described clinical findings among football
players with CTE as follows: Mood disorders (mainly
depression); memory loss, paranoia, poor insight, or
judgment (each found in 80%); outburst of anger,
aggression, irritability, and apathy (each found in 60%);
confusion, reduced concentration, and agitation (each
found in 40%).[156]
In severe cases, they found a progressive slowing
of motor movements, a staggering, propulsive gait,
masked faces, impaired speech, tremors, vertigo, and
deafness. A number of patients with brainstem-related
neurological deficits also develop dysarthria, dysphagia,
and ocular abnormalities. Clinically, one sees not
only a progressive neurological deterioration, but also
widespread involvement of the brain and spinal cord. A
major difference between AD and CTE is the anatomical
distribution of the pathological changes. With CTE,
one sees much wider CNS involvement and patchy
cortical distribution of the lesions that mostly involve the
superficial cortical layers.
Of the 51 cases of CTE examined neuropathologically
by McKee et al., 46 (90%) were athletes, the majority of
which were boxers (85%).[156] The football players (11%)
had a playing time varying from 14 to 23 years. Onethird were symptomatic at the time of their retirement
from the sport and half were symptomatic within 4 years
of stopping play. In most of the cases, there was a slow
progressive decline lasting decades. They reported motor
symptoms in 42% of subjects, mainly those related to
Parkinsonism.
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It is interesting to note that of their football players, all
died relatively young, from 36 to 50 years, and had a more
rapid progression of symptoms than the boxers. There
seemed to be a discrepancy between the official reported
concussions and those reported by the family. Although
most did not report taking performance-enhancing drugs
or illicit drugs, one is not always sure how accurate these
are reported. Alcohol use was frequent among retired
athletes. Suicides and even homicides have been reported
with increased frequency with CTE. Which came first,
the depression, addiction, and/or suicide tendency or the
CTE is not always easy to determine, but these studies
seem to indicate that the neuropsychiatric syndromes
followed the course of the CTE.

PATHOLOGICAL FEATURES OF CHRONIC
TRAUMATIC ENCEPHALOPATHY
Descriptions of the gross pathology of boxers with
dementia pugilistica describe reduced brain weight,
enlargement of the lateral and third ventricles, fenestrated
cavum septum pellucidum, and scarring and neuronal loss
in the cerebellar tonsils.[52] Brain atrophy was greatest in
the frontal lobe (36%), temporal lobe (31%), and parietal
lobe (22%), with the occipital lobe being rarely involved.
It is interesting to note that the greatest atrophy occurred
in the entorhinal cortex, hippocampus, and amygdala and
appeared as a late event. These are the most involved
areas of the AD brain as well and contain abundant
glutamate receptors as well as cytokine receptors.[3,201]
They also described pallor in the substantia nigra and
locus ceruleus, areas markedly affected in Parkinson’s
disease (PD) and AD, respectively.[27]
McKee et al. also noted marked atrophy of the entorhinal
cortex, hippocampus, and amygdala in a number of their
cases, which was accompanied by very dense gliosis and
neurofibrillary degeneration.[156] With advanced disease,
they observed severe neuronal loss in the subcallosal
and insular cortex, as well as mammillary bodies, medial
thalamus, substantia nigra, locus ceruleus, and nucleus
accumbens.
They noted that NFTs, astrocytic tangles, and dotlike spindle-shaped neuropil neurites (NNs), indicating
severe neuronal injury and degenerating neurons, were
commonly seen in the dorsolateral frontal, subcallosal,
insular, temporal, dorsolateral parietal, and inferior
occipital cortices. There was a consistent appearance
of perivascular tau-immunoreactive particles irregularly
distributed in the cortex, primarily in the superficial
layers.
They also found involvement of the white matter,
which was less severe than the cortex. NNs and fibrillar
astrocytic tangles were found in the corpus callosum and
subcortical white matter, especially the U-shaped fibers.
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Dense NFTs, ghost tangles, and astrocytic tangles were
seen in the olfactory bulbs, hippocampus, entorhinal
cortex, and amygdala. These inclusions were noted to be
much denser than those found in AD. The widespread
distribution of the NFTs and astrocytic tangles is in
keeping with the rotational/acceleration-deceleration
injuries seen with head injuries in sports. Significant
involvement was seen throughout the brain stem,
involving several cranial nerve nuclei. Interestingly, the
NFT were commonly seen at the sulcal depths.
As with AD, dense NFTs were seen along the medial
temporal lobe and within CA1 and subiculum. Extremely
dense NFTs with ghost tangles and severe neuronal
loss were seen in entorhinal cortex, hippocampus, and
amygdala (case 3). Again, the abnormal tau proteins were
indistinguishable from NFTs in AD and were composed
of all six brain tau isoforms. The anatomic distribution of
the NFTs did differ from AD, which would be expected
since AD is a spontaneous disorder and CTE is secondary
to repeated diffuse brain injury.
Of the 51 cases examined by McKee et al., diffuse
plaques were found in 22 (44%), neuritic plaques in 13
(27%), and amyloid angiopathy in 3 (6%).[156] There was
a significant discrepancy from previous reports in that
others described abundant Aß deposits in most cases of
CTE and McKee et al. found none.[156,234,240] Uryu K and
co-workers found extensive α-synuclein accumulation in
axons associated with acute brain trauma, but McKee
found no α-synuclein immunostaining in any of their 51
CTE cases.[240]

EXCITOTOXICITY
Glutamate is the most abundant neurotransmitter in the
brain, being utilized in 50% of the synapses in the CNS
overall and 90% in the cortex; yet, it is often ignored
when discussing the chronic degenerative effects of TBI.
In 1969, Dr. John Olney described a reaction that
occurs when neurons are exposed to excess glutamate
extracellularly, which he named excitotoxicity.[173] In
his initial study, specific damage to a number of brain
structures were demonstrated using rats exposed to
monosodium glutamate. In his original description,
when neurons were exposed to glutamate, there was a
delayed reaction, which resulted in the death of neurons.
Subsequent studies found that it was the uncontrolled
entry of calcium into the neuron through glutamate
receptor-controlled calcium channels that caused the
excitatory response and that the calcium activated a
number of death events by triggering cell death signaling
pathways.[48.67,82]
Since this early discovery, a number of glutamate receptor
types have been described, based on their activation
by specific agonists, as well as a number of receptor
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subtypes. For a review on the physiology of glutamate
receptors.[23,152]
Glutamate receptors are divided into ionotropic types,
which include N-methyl D-aspartate (NMDA) and
2-amino-3-(5-methyl-3-oxo-1,2-oxazol-4-yl)
propanoic
acid (AMPA)/kainate receptors and metabotropic
glutamate receptors. The latter are divided into three
major groups, each with an assortment of eight cloned
subtype receptors. The metabotropic glutamate receptors
operate through G-protein membrane receptors and have
varying responses to glutamate, both based on dose and
physiology of the receptor.[36]
The ionotropic glutamate receptors regulate sodium and
calcium channels. NMDA glutamate receptors can alter
the intracellular concentration of calcium as calcium
waves, which activate an assortment of cell signaling
molecules utilized by the neuron to trigger various
cellular events, including death signals as well as action
potentials. Glutamate receptors make up the principle
excitatory neurotransmitter, but share this excitatory
response with cholinergic and purinergic receptors as well.
The principle sources of glutamate are from microglia
and astrocytes.[225,258] It is utilized by neurons for
neurotransmission. The excitotoxic cascade involves
generation of high levels of reactive oxygen species/
reactive nitrogen species (ROS/RNS), lipid peroxidation
products (LPP), prostaglandins, and nitric oxide (NO)
and can activate microglia.[36] Many of the pathological
events described in traumatic brain injuries can also be
seen with excitotoxicity—such as, increased amyloid
processing, tau phosphorylation, microtubule disruption,
membrane injury, dendritic retraction, synaptic loss,
mitochondrial dysfunction, DNA injury, apoptosis,
calcium dysregulation, and necrotic cell death.
Calcium dysregulation plays a major role in excitotoxicity.
For example, Sun and co-workers, using a fluid
concussion model for moderate TBI, found that calcium
remained elevated in CA3 hippocampal neurons for
30 days and never returned to baseline levels.[225] The
calcium elevation was not secondary to cell death, but
was shown to result from overactivation of NMDA and
AMPA receptors by glutamate. Sun suggested that
calcium dysregulation seen with moderate TBI might be
permanent.
Normally, AMPA receptors are calcium impermeable,
but under conditions of trauma, hypoxia/ischemia, and
in neurodegenerative diseases, there is a switch to Glu2lacking AMPA receptors that are calcium permeable.[25,251]
Mild frontal TBI has been shown to cause a rapid
switching to calcium-permeable AMPA type receptors
within cerebellar Purkinje cells, which normally lack
functional NMDA receptors.[13]
Obrenovich and Urenjak suggested that excitotoxic
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mechanisms are often treated simplistically and that
a more realistic concept would involve a number of
states that could increase glutamate excitotoxicity
without dramatic elevations in glutamate levels.[171]
These conditions include increased density of glutamate
receptors (as with NMDA and AMPA receptor trafficking);
altered ionic selectivity of ionotropic receptors;
abnormalities in receptor sensitivity and modulation; and
enhancement of glutamate-mediated synaptic efficiency.
There is growing evidence that there is a synergistic
interaction between the glutamate receptors and certain
cytokines that can dramatically increase neuronal injury
and may precipitate chronic neurodegeneration.[76] The
lead author has coined the term immunoexcitotoxicity to
describe this mechanism.[43,44]

AXONAL INJURY WITH REPETITIVE MILD
TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURIES
A number of early studies indicated that acceleration/
deceleration and rotational injuries to the head could
produce diffuse damage to axons as well as injury to
cortical and subcortical neurons.[1,2] One of the most
commonly described pathological findings in the
traumatized brain was diffuse axonal injury. More recent
studies have shown that the injury to the axons was not
diffuse, but rather affected specific white matter tracts
based on the severity of the injury.[160] Interestingly,
it has been shown that with mild injury, most of the
initial damage to the axons was not anatomical shearing,
but rather involved a progressive degenerative process
with any severing of the axons occurring as a secondary
event.[33] That is, most of the axonal damage was
neurodegenerative and not mechanical.
A number of pathophysiological events can occur
with TBI, including disruption of the blood-brain
barrier (BBB), cerebrovascular reactivity changes,
hypoxia/ischemia, edema, mitochondrial disruption,
neurochemical changes in the membranes, and changes
in the brain’s electrical activity.[76,199] [Figure 1]. Studies
have also shown prolonged accumulation of ROS and
RNS, LPPs, glutamate accumulation, and evidence of
progressive inflammation.[12,102,210,238,247]
Both myelin and axons possess a number of glutamate
receptor types, with AMPA/kainate receptors being the
most abundant.[224,228,237] Although no one has examined
excitotoxic progressive neurodegeneration of axons with
brain trauma in detail, studies of axon neurodegeneration in
other disorders suggest that immunoexcitotoxicity is playing
a major role. Oligodendroglial cells also contain glutamate
receptors and can undergo excitotoxic degeneration when
extraneuronal glutamate levels are sufficiently elevated.[61]
The presence of inflammation has also been shown to
enhance excitotoxic injury to axons.[166,197]
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ROLE OF MICROGLIA
More recent studies have pinpointed the activation of
the brain’s microglia as an early and primary event in
traumatic brain injuries and that there is an interaction
between proinflammatory immune cytokine receptors
and glutamate receptors[15,42,57,69,72,75,79,103,107,113,221] [Figure 2].
Although
all
cell
types,
neurons,
astrocytes,
oligodendroglia, endothelial, and microglia can release
proinflammatory cytokines, the major resident immune
cells of the brain are the microglia. Microglia are thought
to arise from macrophage/monocytes from the bone
marrow during embryogenesis and later during brain
inflammatory responses. Peripheral macrophages can
also infiltrate the brain and transform into microglia in
response to a disturbance to its homeostasis.[9,68]
Microglia, when activated, can secrete a number of
anti- and proinflammatory cytokines, chemokines, NO,
prostaglandins, trophic factors, free radicals, LPPs,
and three forms of excitotoxins–glutamate, aspartate,
and quinolinic acid (QUIN).[9,22,190] In an inactivated
state, called ramified, they exhibit continuous localized
motility of membrane extensions and secrete a number
of trophic molecules, such as brain-derived neurotropic
factor (bDNF), neurotropic factor (NTF), and bFNF.
Microglial membranes contain receptors for cytokines,
chemokines, receptor for advanced glycation end
products, complement, thrombin, RANTES (Regulated
upon Activation, normal T-cell Expressed and Secreted),
AMPA/kainate, metabotropic glutamate receptors,
cholinergic, and P2 receptors, thus reacting to a great
number of interstitial signals.
It has been shown that resident brain microglia react
rapidly to disturbances in homeostasis and that their
response to activation can vary considerably.[139] It
has been proposed that there are three basic states
of
microglial
activation:
neurotrophic/phagocytic,
predominately neurodestructive, and intermediate, each
responding to a different set of membrane signals, which
can be time and cytokine dose dependent.[28]
Studies have shown that proinflammatory cytokines can
activate a release of excitotoxins from microglia and
astrocytes and that excitotoxins can likewise activate the
release of immune proinflammatory cytokines from these
same cells.[27,42,191,256] It is important to appreciate that
exposure to individual proinflammatory cytokines are
not neurodestructive, but that in certain combinations,
such as IL-1 and tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNFalpha), destructive reactions can be robust.[114,118] The
evidence strongly suggest that it is the combination of
proinflammatory cytokines and excitotoxins that lead
to neurodegeneration, rather than inflammation alone.
Subtoxic concentrations of glutamate, when combined
with subtoxic concentrations of lipopolysaccharide (LPS)
or proinflammatory cytokines, become fully neurotoxic.[78]
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Because both proinflammatory cytokines and excitotoxin
release occur simultaneously, one would expect to see
a synergistic neurodestructive cascade set in motion
[Figure 3]. A number of studies have confirmed this
destructive interaction.[7,104] This synergism between the
immune system and excitotoxic levels of glutamate,
aspartate, and QUIN also have similar effects on the BBB,
brain vasculature, development of edema, and metabolic
changes seen with TBI.[16,85,108,122,206,217]

THE IMMUNOEXCITOTOXICITY
MECHANISM

Basal resting state

Both immune mediators and excitatory amino acids
can be generated and secreted by activated microglia,
astrocytes, and oligodendroglia. Although astrocytes
are the main repository for glutamate and aspartate,
activated microglia can release substantial amounts of
these excitatory amino acids into the extraneuronal space.
Normally, the brain contains barely detectable levels of
proinflammatory cytokines and at these levels several,
such as interleukin-1beta (IL-1ß), interleukin-6 (IL-6),
and TNF-alpha, act as neurotropic substances.[59] It has
been shown that even very high levels of proinflammatory
cytokines cannot damage neurons except in the presence
of microglia.[22] Excitotoxins, also released by activated
microglia, appear to be the most toxic component
released by the microglia.[6,85,108,122,206,217]

Excitotoxicity

In
fact,
compelling
evidence
suggests
that
proinflammatory cytokines may not kill neurons directly
but do so by enhancing excitotoxicity. For example,
Yawata and co-workers showed that LPS- or TNF-alphastimulated macrophages induce robust neurotoxicity,
which was completely blocked by NMDA receptor
antagonist MK-801 (dizoclipine).[256] A number of
other studies demonstrate microglial and astrocytic
glutamate as the neurotoxic factor in immune-mediated
neurodegeneration.[7,95,209] The proinflammatory cytokines
appear to be acting by enhancing excitotoxicity sensitivity.

Microglial activation

It should be emphasized that microglial activation alone
is not sufficient for neurodegeneration. Morimoto and
co-workers, for example, demonstrated that injecting LPS
into the hippocampus of rats alone produced substantial
microglial activation but no significant evidence of
neurodegeneration.[166] If ibotenate, an NMDA receptor
agonist, was injected one day after the LPS, massive
microglial activation occurred along with significant
neurodegeneration, demonstrating that the most
destructive component of immunoexcitotoxicity is the
excitotoxicity component.
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Mechanisms for microglia activation

Recent studies have shown some of the mechanisms
for this interaction of proinflammatory cytokines and
glutamate receptors. For example, it has been shown that
there is an enhancing destructive interaction between
tumor necrosis factor receptor-1 (TNFR1) and AMPA
receptors.[15,219] [Figure 4]. Activation of these particular
TNF-alpha receptors increases the trafficking of AMPA
receptors from the endoplasmic reticulum, so that more
AMPA receptors are inserted on the synaptic membrane,
thus making the synapse more sensitive to glutamate
stimulation.

Neuronal destruction

Neurons contain mostly the neurodestructive TNFR1
type receptors, whereas microglia contain the tumor
necrosis factor receptor-2 (TNFR2) form, which is
neuroprotective. This arrangement preserves the glia
during brain inflammation. Low levels of TNF-alpha
stimulate mainly neuroprotective TNFR2 and high levels
stimulate the neurodestructive TNFR1.[15] Although no
one has conducted studies to see if higher levels of TNFalpha occur with repeated injury as opposed to an single
impact, one would reasonably expect this.

Interleukin-1 Beta, TNF, and other agents as
activators of microglia

It has also been shown that IL-1ß can enhance the
sensitivity of the NMDA receptors and TNF-alpha can
upregulate astrocytic glutaminase, the principle enzyme
converting glutamine into glutamate.[179,226] [Figure 5].
Both of these cytokines can increase recruitment of
microglia, which also increase brain inflammation as well
as excitotoxicity.[232] It has also been shown that necrotic
dying neurons enhance microglial-induced excitotoxicity
by inducing glutaminase.[179]
IL-1ß has been shown to be the main activator of
microglia during brain disturbances and systemic IL1ß can cause CNS inflammation once it enters the
brain, thus linking systemic inflammation and immune
activation with worsening of brain pathology and
pre-existing neurodegeneration.[22,55] There are other
substances that can activate microglia, such as thrombin
and interferon-(INF-gamma).[151,161] INF-gamma is one of
the most potent stimulants for microglial activation.[14]
Thrombin as a microglial activator would become more
important with brain injuries involving contusions and
more severe diffuse injury, where petechial or gross
hemorrhages are involved.

Molecular actions of activated microglia

Once activated in a neurodestructive or intermediate
mode, the microglia would release large amounts of
ROS/RNS, inflammatory prostaglandins, proteases,
excitotoxins and recruit surrounding astrocytes to release
their glutamate and aspartate. There is an intimate
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Figure 1: Illustration of closed brain injury demonstrating
mechanical forces involved and the pathophysiological and
biochemical effects of diffuse brain injury, which result in rapid
microglial activation and immunoexcitotoxicity

Figure 3: Illustration demonstrating the neurotoxic effects of
proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines acting in synergy with
excitatory amino acids. Immunoexcitoxicity results in damage to
neuronal cell membranes, mitochondria, DNA, as well as dendrites
and synapses

relation between microglia and astrocytes during brain
inflammation. Astrocyte membranes contain receptors
for virtually all of the neurotransmitters, chemokines,
cytokines, and other immune mediators.[245] Astrocytes are
the major source for glutamate, even though activated
microglia can release neurotoxic concentrations as well.

Recruitment of macrophages to the CNS

Release
of
chemokines,
especially
monocyte
chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1) (also known
as CCL2), stimulates the recruitment of peripheral
monocytes/macrophages to the CNS. Entry into the
CNS occurs at selected BBB sites and primarily the
circumventricular organs (CVO), which have no BBB
protection.[125,144,220] The main site of entry appears to
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Figure 2: Illustration of the neurotoxic factors released from
an activated microglia, demonstrating the interaction of
proinflammatory cytokines and excitatory amino acids. Of
particular importance is the effect on mitochondrial function, which
when depressed enhances excitotoxic sensitivity as well as reactive
oxygen species generation

Figure 4: Illustration of glutamatergic synapse demonstrating
AMPA receptor trafficking from the endoplasmic reticulum, which
is driven by activation of tumor necrosis factor receptor-1. Crosstalk
between the 2-amino-3-(5-methyl-3-oxo-1,2-oxazol-4-yl) propanoic
acid receptor and tumor necrosis factor receptor-1 increase
synaptic insertion of GluR2-lacking (calcium permeable) 2-amino3-(5-methyl-3-oxo-1,2-oxazol-4-yl) propanoic acid receptors, thus
increasing synaptic glutamate-related sensitivity. tumor necrosis
factor receptor-1 activation also increases GABA receptor
endocytosis, which increases synaptic sensitivity to excitotoxicity
even further

be the choroids plexus, a major part of the CVO and
the area postrema (dorsal vagal complex). A number of
studies have shown that inflammatory stimulation of the
vagus can activate brain microglia diffusely.[58,250]
With more severe injury to the brain, other leucocytes
are recruited as well. There is evidence that recruitment
of T-lymphocytes plays an important role in containing
brain inflammation by interacting with activated
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microglia and that B-cell recruitment enhances brain
inflammation.[35,158] Leukocyte recruitment is more
intense with contusions than diffuse injuries.[252]

SEQUENTIAL
MILD
BRAIN
INJURY,
MICROGLIA PRIMING, AND PROGRESSIVE
NEURODEGENERATION

Priming of microglia

Disturbances of brain homeostasis, including TBI,
are known to prime and/or activate microglia and do
so rather rapidly.[65,145] Of special importance to this
proposed central mechanism is the concept of microglial
priming. When microglia are stimulated initially, they
can assume a primed state. Primed microglia are in an
intermediate state between ramified (resting) and fully
activated microglia and are characterized histologically
by shortened processes and a rounder cell body. They
also express cell surface markers similar to fully activated
microglia, but do not release cytokines, chemokines, or
other reactive molecules.[65] A number of conditions are
known to prime microglia, including toxic environmental
exposures, systemic immune stimulation, ischemia/
hypoxia, brain aging, and brain trauma.[59,70,133,134,207]

Activation of microglia

Once primed, subsequent stimulation, either by immune
cytokines, chemokines, chemical toxins, or mechanical
trauma, transforms the microglia into a fully activated
state with a release of high levels of pro- and antiinflammatory cytokines, chemokines, interferons, ROS/
RNS, LPP, prostaglandins, and three excitotoxins—
glutamate, aspartate, and QUIN.[51,55,200] Priming causes
these activated microglia to become hyper-reactive,
releasing much higher concentrations of inflammatory
cytokines and excitotoxins than are normally released.[55]
[Figure 6]. This can produce significantly greater injury to
surrounding neurons, dendrites, and synaptic connections
than would occur in the absence of pre-existing microglial
priming.

Chronically primed microglia

There is growing evidence that priming can exist for
prolonged periods.[18,125,145,148,204] Normal homeostatic
innate immune mechanisms allow the brain’s
neurodestructive microglial activation to shut down once
the danger has been contained; for example, killing of
invading microorganisms. Switching of neurodestructive
microglial activation to a neuroreparative mode allows the
microglia to repair whatever bystander damage has been
done during the neurodestructive mode of activation.
This includes the release of neurotrophic molecules,
including BdNF, NTF, and basic fibroblast growth
factor. It has been proposed that with chronic microglial
neurodegeneration, this switching process does not occur,
leading to progressive and prolonged neuronal injury.[125]
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Reversal priming/activation of microglia

Switching of the microglia is not completely understood
but involves interactions with interleukin-10 (IL-10),
interleukin-4 (IL-4), interleukin-13, CD200 (cluster of
differentiation 200), and fractalkines, all of which reduce
microglial activation and downregulate the release of
proinflammatory cytokines.[140,141] [Figure 7]. Microglia
from mice lacking CD200 receptors, for example,
demonstrate exaggerated proinflammatory cytokine
release with LPS stimulation. CD200 deficiencies have
been reported with surgical brain trauma in aged rats.[38]

How primed microglia function in repeated head
injury

When the microglia remain primed, a second concussion,
even a mild concussion, would be expected to trigger
a second round of hyperactive neurodestructive
microglial activation. With each successive concussion,
the process would be repeated. It is not clear whether
the neurodestructive mode of the microglia remain
fully activated during the process of prolonged
neurodegeneration, or if one is witnessing repeated
episodes of the priming effect. This would explain the
observation that repeated mild brain trauma results in a
higher incidence of prolonged neurological injury than a
single injury, even when separated by many months.[64,143,153]
Although accumulative damage may account for some
of the effects of repeated trauma, it would not account
for the progressive neurodegeneration seen long after the
last traumatic episode; however, this hypothesis offers an
explanation for the progressive nature of this disorder.
The difference in the anatomical distribution of
the pathological changes as compared with other
spontaneous neurodegenerative dementing disorders, as
well as the greater constellation of symptoms, would be
explained by the diffuse nature of brain injury seen with
closed head injuries. It is known that the hippocampus,
entorhinal cortex, and amygdala are more prone to
immunoexcitotoxic injury than would be other parts of
the brain, again explaining the intense damage seen in
these anatomical areas in CTE cases.[200] The progressive
neurodegeneration triggered by the immunoexcitotoxicity
would be expected to occur in areas of the brain receiving
the greatest amount of damage with each concussive
episode and areas with the high microglial concentration.

Other events and toxins that enhance microglia
activation
In a real world situation, these individuals would also be
exposed to a number of other neurologically damaging
events and exposures to neurotoxins that would worsen
and accelerate the process. It is known that a number of
pesticides/herbicides and fungicides can activate microglia
chronically[145,146] These chemicals are ubiquitous in
our environment and tend to accumulate in the brain
because of its high lipid content. A number of commonly
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Figure 5: Diagram demonstrating a number of the major
mechanisms of immunoexcitotoxicity, which includes the interaction
of TNF-α with a number of systems that enhance excitotoxicity.This
includes impaired glutamate transport, upregulation of glutaminase,
suppression of glutamine synthetase, increased trafficking of AMPA
receptors to synaptic lipid raft and endocytosis of GABA
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Figure 6: Illustration of microglia priming/activation transition
states beginning from a resting (ramified) state. Recent studies
indicate that microglia can assume a number of activation states,
such as predominately phagocytic, predominately neuroprotective
or predominately neurodestructive. In the primed state the mRNA
for cytokines, chemokines and other reactive molecules are
upregulated but active proteins are not released

THE AGING BRAIN AND CHRONIC
TRAUMATIC ENCEPHALOPATHY
The progression of CTE neurodegeneration accelerates
with aging of the individual. Since aging itself primes
microglia, one would expect such a picture.[200] Aging is
also associated with a number of conditions that would
accelerate neurodegeneration, such as mitochondrial
dysfunction, loss of membrane fluidity, microglial and
astrocytic dystrophy, accumulative effects of systemic
infections, impaired antioxidant repair systems,
impaired autophagy, endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress,
accumulation of DNA damage, and impaired DNA repair
mechanisms.[65]
Figure 7: Illustration of a microglia in a predominately reparative
mode, which will then switch to a resting (ramified) state. In
the reparative mode it secretes neurotrophic factors and antiinflammatory cytokines that shut off the inflammatory reaction

encountered neurotoxic metals, especially aluminum
and mercury, have also been shown to activate microglia
chronically.[37,43] Because many accumulate within the
brain and can remain for a lifetime, they can become
major triggers for both priming and chronic microglial
activation. Interestingly, systemic immune activation has
been shown to worsen neurodegeneration associated with
some metals and pesticides.[78,164]
A number of studies have linked AD risk to latent viral
infections in the brain. For example, the herpes simplex
virus is strongly linked to AD risk.[66] It may be that those
at greatest risk of CTE following repetitive trauma are
those with a combination of such risk factors.

There are a compelling number of studies showing
that with aging, one sees an increase in the number of
primed and activated microglia, accompanied by higher
levels of brain proinflammatory cytokines.[172,207,246]
Priming of microglia has been described in a number
of neurodegenerative conditions, including Alzheimer’s
disease.[207]
Several studies have described increased levels of
inflammatory mediators, both in the brain and
systemically, in cases of AD.[71,172,207,246] Most telling is
the appearance of activated microglia in mild cognitive
impairment (MCI), considered an early stage in dementia
for a number of individuals.[71] This study found that
the MCI patients with the highest risk of developing
dementia also has the highest IL-1 levels. A previous
study found a strong link between elevated soluble
TNFR1 and TNFR2 in the CSF and plasma and the risk
of MCI patients developing dementia.[32]
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Likewise, a number of studies have shown a poorer
outcome in aged individuals and aged neurological
trauma models following TBI as compared with
younger subjects.[11,83,205,235] Of special importance is
the balance of proinflammatory and anti-inflammatory
cytokines, such as IL-10, IL-4, and transforming growth
factor-ß1 (TGF-ß1). With aging, and more so with
neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease,
one sees lower levels of IL-10 and TGF-ß1 than found in
younger brains.[133,249,257] In animals, low IL-10 levels have
an associated impairment of learning and memory.[249]

There is some evidence that resident microglia are mainly
phagocytic and secrete trophic factors needed in early
brain repair and neuroprotection. It appears that it is
the invading macrophages, which are transformed into
activated microglia, that act as antigen-presenting cells
and secrete most of the destructive factors associated with
neurodegenerative responses. A number of monocytes/
macrophage attracting chemokines, such as macrophage
inflammatory protein-1 and MCP-1, are released with
impact head injuries.[189,192]

Streit and co-workers reported that with aging, microglia
become more dysfunctional and this may interfere with
normal mechanisms that are designed to terminate
immune activation by activating anti-inflammatory
protection normally seen with the reparative phenotype
of microglia.[223]

Cerebrovascular reactions to minor TBI are less than that
occurring with moderate or severe injuries, but even minor
injuries can result in alterations in autoregulation of the
vasculature and this can lead to ischemia/hypoxia.[252]
Glass and co-workers demonstrated that mechanical
injury to primary mixed neuronal cultures followed by
hypoxia significantly enhanced neuronal injury and that
blocking NMDA receptors and/or AMPA/kainate receptors
after hypoxia induction dramatically attenuated neuron
loss.[81] Blocking either type of glutamate receptor alone
had less of an effect.

Recent evidence demonstrates reduced CD200 and
CD200 microglial receptors in pathologically affected
areas of the Alzheimer’s brain.[248] Macrophages from PD
patients have also shown reduced CD200 receptors.[138]
Reductions in CD200 have also been reported with
aging in rats.[140] Since CD200 receptors on microglia are
considered major players in microglial switching from a
neurodestructive mode to a neuroreparative mode, this
could explain prolonged priming/activation of microglia
in neurodegenerative disorders [Figure 8].

IMMUNOEXCITOTOXICITY IN THE
ACUTELY CONCUSSED BRAIN

Pathophysiology of the acute concussed brain
Microglia

Acceleration/deceleration and rotational injuries have
been shown to trigger rapid intrinsic induction of
immune factors, including pro- and anti-inflammatory
cytokines, chemokines, interferons, NO, prostaglandins,
and a number of trophic molecules.[6,47,79,99,106,165,202,230]
Some studies indicate that this reaction can occur within
1 hour of impact and may continue for a prolonged
period. In uncomplicated minor single concussions, the
glutamate is removed by intrinsic brain mechanisms,
primarily through glutamate transport proteins, within
24 to 72 hours.[242,258] The same is true for the release of
immune factors, with somewhat longer retention, even
up to a month following injury.[123,195,214]
Immediately upon impact, neuroanatomic structures
are stressed, with microscopic injury to cell membranes,
axon sheaths, synapses, and dendrites that will not be
detectable on most imaging studies and may not be
evident on light microscopy. These mechanical forces
have been shown to rapidly activate resident microglia in
the areas of stress and eventually at some distance to the
major stress points.[134,222]

Cerebrovascular reactions

Lipid peroxidation

Although massive release of ROS/RNS and LPPs occurs
with moderate and severe brain impact injuries, there
is evidence that lesser accumulations occur in minor
head injuries.[210] Both proinflammatory cytokines and
excitotoxins can dramatically increase brain ROS/RNS
generation and would expect to be more intense when
occurring together. There is also evidence that oxidative
stress enhances TNF-alpha neurotoxicity and that
antioxidants reduce this toxicity.[238]

Nitric oxide

Elevations in NO with brain injury are also known to
occur.[46,77,262] A number of studies have shown that NO
itself is neuroprotective, but in the face of high free
radical generation, NO combines with superoxide to form
the very destructive peroxynitrite radical, which has a
specific damaging effect on mitochondrial function.[212]
NO also competes with oxygen for cytochrome oxidase
within mitochondria, reducing ATP generation and
triggering glutamate release.[26] Bal-Price and Brown
have shown that NO killing of neurons was completely
prevented by blocking glutamate receptors.[7] Reducing
mitochondrial energy production has been shown
to greatly increase the neurodestructive effects of
excitotoxins.[88,168,169]
The
metabotropic
glutamate
receptors play a significant role in this process, since they
can either enhance excitotoxicity or reduce it, depending
on the specific subtype of metabotropic receptors
activated or suppressed.[170]

Mechanisms of brain protection

Of significant importance is the role played by the
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protective mechanisms utilized by the brain to contain
excess extraneuronal excitatory amino acids. Because
these neurotransmitters are so destructive when elevated
extraneuronally, the brain has a number of mechanisms
to restore glutamate homeostasis. These include
glutamate transporter proteins, the cystine/glutamate
antiporter system, glutamine synthetase, glutamic acid
decarboxylase, and glutamic acid dehydrogenase.
Of prime importance are the glutamate transport
proteins, EAAT (excitatory amino acid transporter)
1-5, with the first two also named GLAST (glutamateaspartate transporter [also known as EAAT-1]) and
glutamate transporter-1 (GLT-1, also known as EAAT2), respectively. Both microglia and astrocytes utilize
these transporters. Of particular importance is that
these transporters are redox sensitive and in conditions
of high free radical and LPO generation, one can see
severe suppression of glutamate transport into microglia
and astrocytes.[126,131] It is also known that under specific
conditions, such as oxidative stress, one can see reverse
glutamate transport so that glutamate moves from the
astrocytes into the extraneuronal space, thus worsening
excitotoxicity.[8,86] The LPP, 4-hydroxynonenal, has been
shown to powerfully suppress glutamate transport
proteins.[19] Elevations of 4-hydroxynonenal are commonly
seen in all of the neurodegenerative diseases, strokes,
hypoxia/ischemia, and with brain trauma.[19,135,157,261]
The cystine/glutamate Xc antiporter is an exchange
system where intracellular glutamate is exchanged
for extracellular cystine, so as to supply cysteine for
glutathione (GSH) generation.[147] Excess extracellular
glutamate prevents exchange and lowers astrocytic GSH.
The astrocyte is the major source of neuronal GSH.
Under such conditions, the neuron becomes highly
vulnerable to conditions of oxidative stress, as seen with
concussive brain injuries and immunoexcitotoxicity.

CHRONIC TRAUMATIC ENCEPHALOPATHY
AND WHITE MATTER DEGENERATION
There is growing evidence that AD, autism, and other
dementing disorders involve connectivity problems
secondary to white matter injury.[48,218] Although most
pathological studies, both clinical and experimental,
are concerned with severe TBI, some relate to minor
injury. DTI (diffusion tensor imaging) studies have
demonstrated occult white matter injury in cases of mild
TBI (mTBI) not seen with typical magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) scanning techniques.[109] Experimental
studies have shown a progressive loss of axon integrity
following TBI. For example, Rodriguez-Paez et al., using
a moderate parasagittal fluid-percussion injury model,
found chronic axonal changes accumulating as late as
6 months after injury.[195] They examined the fimbria,
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external capsule, thalamus, and cerebral cortex, ipsilateral
to the injury, using electron microscopy (EM) and light
microscopy and found a progressive loss of axons over
time with significant macrophage/microglial infiltration
as late as 6 months postinjury.

Diffuse Axonal Injury with Traumatic Brain
Injury

Kraus et al. found, using DTI studies, that the white
matter load index was strongly correlated with cognitive
function.[121] Kumar et al. tracked serial changes in white
matter using DTI scanning in moderate TBI and found
that fractional anisotrophy (FA) and mean diffusivity
(MD) in the genu of the corpus callosum appear early
and persisted at 6 months as a secondary injury with
microgliosis.[123] Inglese et al. examined 46 patients with
mTBI and 29 healthy volunteers utilizing MRI and DTI
imagining and found significant abnormalities (FA) in the
corpus callosum, internal capsule, and centrum semiovale
and increases in MD in the corpus callosum and internal
capsule.[109]
The question to be answered would be—does repetitive
brain injury trigger a chronic immune and excitotoxic
response that is prolonged and does this result in
progressive states of neurodegeneration of axons?
A number of animal studies demonstrate a chronic
degenerative process involving axons following TBI.[121,148]
Iwata and co-workers, using a swine TBI model, found
only limited axonal Aß accumulation within axons
appearing acutely after injury, but did observe greater
accumulation one month after injury that persisted for at
least a year.[111] Chen et al., also using a swine TBI model,
found evidence of ongoing axonal pathology 6 months
after rotational brain injuries.[45]
Human studies also demonstrate progressive white
matter atrophy occurring after traumatic brain injuries.[17]
Several studies have related this axonal injury to an
accumulation of glutamate from activated microglia and
astrocytes.[224,228,229] Studies have also shown that delayed
axonal damage was worse in older animals, in keeping
with previous observations of aging-related priming effects
and immunoexcitotoxicity.[8] In older animals, one sees a
greater release of glutamate secondary to reverse Na+dependent glutamate transport from GLT-1 glutamate
transporters. With aging, there is a dysfunction of GLT-1
glutamate transporters.[171]

Other neurological diseases

Further evidence that glutamate excitotoxicity can cause
delayed axonal transection comes from the studies of
DeStefano and others in cases of progressive axonal
transection in multiple sclerosis.[50,61,62,121,195] Interestingly,
these areas of axonal transection occurred in regions
unaffected by inflammation, most likely by glutamate
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excitotoxicity. Quardouz M and co-workers demonstrated
pathological intra-axonal elevations of calcium triggered
by stimulating AMPA/kainate receptors on axons,
which they concluded could result in progressive axonal
degeneration with white matter injury.[177,178]

SYSTEMIC IMMUNE STIMULATION AND
PROGRESSIVE NEURODEGENERATION
The demonstration of diffuse, intense deposits of
hyperphosphorylated tau in the brains of retired NFL
players who had sustained a number of concussions
during their years of active play refocused attention on
the possible link between repetitive concussions and
Alzheimer’s-like dementia. Dementia pugilistica among
professional boxers and reports of neurodegenerative
changes in the brains of others engaged in contact sports
have been reported sporadically in the medical literature.
As stated, several studies have shown that repetitive
injuries are more damaging than single concussion of the
same severity, even when separated by several months.[45,111]
It is also known that systemic immune activation can
worsen existing brain pathology by a similar mechanism,
that is, by stimulating already primed microglia.[56,58,59]
In a real world situation, these players would be exposed
to recurrent infections, and other systemic immune
activating events, that would add to existing brain
immune activation. Stress, for example, has been shown
to increase brain microglial priming and activation, as
well as increased brain ROS/RNS and lipid peroxidation
(LPO).[5,30]

Systemic influences on brain microglia

Systemic immune stimulation has been shown to activate
microglia within the brain, yet even intense systemic
immune stimulation does not lead to neurodegeneration,
unless there exists preexisting brain pathology.[4,51]
Alterations in brain function, such as fatigue, sleep
disturbances, cognitive dysfunction, anxiety, and
depression, associated with systemic immune stimulation,
is known as sickness behavior. Studies have shown that
delayed symptoms, especially depression and cognitive
dysfunction, resemble human disorders previously not
thought to be related to immune stimulation of the
brain.[57,58] More recent studies have also linked these
behaviors and cognitive impairments to excess excitatory
amino acids in specific brain areas.[155,163,181]

Brain pathology is necessary for
immunoexcitotoxicity

Combrinick et al. demonstrated the effect of systemic
immune stimulation on priming by preexisting brain
pathology in a study in which he injected ME7-induced
murine prion disease protein into the brain and then
stimulated the systemic immune system with LPS.[51]
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They demonstrated much higher levels of IL-1ß in the
ME7 brain as compared with LPS injected without the
ME7 priming. This would also explain the observation
of accelerated progression of Alzheimer’s disease and the
worsening of neurological TBI outcomes in those having
systemic infections.[185,241] Sudden onset of reversible
dementia has also been described in elderly patients
following systemic infections. It is accepted that during
the pre-clinical phase and early stages of AD, most of the
damage is secondary to dendritic and synaptic injury, and
that this has the potential for repair. With more advanced
stages, neurons are lost in increasing numbers and
reversal is less likely. Lemstra et al. examined 13 patients
having systemic infections without CNS infections as
compared with 17 age-matched noninfected controls and
demonstrated widespread microglial activation in the grey
matter of the former.[128]
It has been shown that proinflammatory immune
stimulation by itself is insufficient to cause brain
pathology, but pre-existing or coexisting brain pathology,
in the form of excitotoxicity, can trigger extensive
neurodegeneration. For example, Morimoto et al. found
that coinjection of LPS plus ibotenate, an NMDA
receptor agonist, led to significant neuronal degeneration
and severe tissue collapse, but that blocking excitotoxicity
prevented any tissue damage, despite substantial
microglial activation.[166] If the ibotenate was given 1
day after the LPS injection, gross microglial activation
occurred along with significant neurodegeneration.
With repeated minor brain injury, after the first injury,
one would expect to see microglial priming, some degree
of axonal and synaptic injury, and alteration in calcium
homeostasis, which could act as the catalyst needed for
the neuronal destruction seen in this study.

The aging brain and systemic influences on
microglia
It has been shown in human beings and experimental
animals that sickness behavior is more intense and lasts
longer in the aged.[10,216] This is, in part, because they
already have primed microglia. The major stimulus
for microglial activation, both systemically and from
within the brain itself, is from IL-1ß, even though other
cytokines and chemokines can stimulate activation and
recruitment. Studies have shown that IL-1ß and LPS
given systemically can produce widespread microglial
activation in the brain.[64,150] They also activate a number
of genes concerned with inflammation and free radical
generation.
Cytokine receptors exist heterogeneously in the adult
brain, with high concentrations in the hippocampus and
limbic system.[52] IL-1ß, IL-6, and TNF-alpha have been
shown to impair learning and memory in both human
beings and experimental animals.[34,215,244] The use of
cytokines, interferons, and other immune mediators in
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human beings to treat viral hepatitis and cancer have
demonstrated an increased incidence of depression,
speech difficulties, and cognitive impairment in a large
percentage.[76,129]

adult animals, but remained elevated at 14 days in the
aged mice, suggesting prolonged neuroinflammation.
Microglial activation was higher throughout the entire
hippocampus in both the adult and aged hippocampus.

Traumatic brain injury and neurodegeneration

Two astrocytic activation makers were used, S100B
(calcium binding protein B) and GFAP. Higher basal levels
of both were seen in the aged mice brain as compared
with the adult brains. Messenger RNA for both markers
were elevated within 24 hours of CCI and peaked at day
7 in both. These markers rapidly returned to basal levels
in the adult following injury, but remained significantly
elevated at day 14 in the aged mice.

In the case of repetitive TBI, the first injury will prime the
microglia and this priming state may last for very prolong
periods in some cases.[73,145,167] The second injury initiates
a hyper-response from the activated microglia, with an
outpouring of proinflammatory immune cytokines and
excitotoxins [Figure 9]. With each injury, the response
may increase the likelihood that the proinflammatory/
excitotoxic microglial mode will be prolonged. It has
been shown in experimental studies that IL-1ß is released
in the brain within one hour of impact and is elevated for
7 days postinjury and even longer in the aged brain.[137]
Similarly, excitotoxins are also released from microglia
and astrocytes on impact and can persist in the aged
brain for prolonged periods.[40,120,255]
The presence of systemic immune activation from
infections or any cause occurring throughout life
has the potential to accelerate and enhance brain
immunoexcitotoxicity. One must also consider other
sources of systemic immune stimulation, including
that from infectious illnesses, vaccinations, exposure to
pesticides and industrial chemicals, and even stress. Stress
has been shown to prime microglia and evoke microglial
activation.[73]
Sandhir et al. conducted a controlled, moderate cortical
impact injury (CCI) in mice, delivered to the sensorimotor
area utilizing a dural impact method.[200] Sham-operated
animals were used for controls and had the same surgical
procedure, without the impact. Tissues were harvested
on day 1, 2, 3, 7, 14, and 28 post-impact. Examinations
were done using real-time polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) analysis of gene expression, immunoblotting of
homogenized hippocampus, and immunohistochemical
analysis of microglia and astrocyte activation utilizing
staining with two microglial activation markers, CD11b
(cluster of differentiation 11b [also called integrin alpha
M]) and Iba1, and the astrocyte activation marker glial
fibrillar acidic protein (GFAP).
They found that basal levels of both microglial
activation markers were significantly higher in the aged
hippocampus (age 21 to 24 months) than in the adult
hippocampus (age 5 to 6 months). These markers
increased after 24 hours following TBI and peaked at
3 days in both the adult and aged hippocampus, but
was significantly higher in the aged hippocampus at all
time points. Expression of Iba1 is a more sensitive and
specific marker for microglial activation than CD11b
and was 2-fold higher at 3 days and 3.5-fold higher at 7
days in the aged mice. Both of the microglial activation
markers returned rapidly to basal levels by day 7 in the

The highest microglial and astrocytic activation
occurred in the dentate gyrus. Others have reported
prolonged microglial activation in aged animals exposed
to TBI, ischemia, and 1methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6tetrqhydropyridine (MPTP) toxicity.[145,185,215] In several
studies, the neuroinflammatory reaction persisted as
long as 1 year postinjury. Sekine et al. reported microglial
activation lasting as long as 2 years following abstinence
in cases of methamphetamine abuse.[204] In the Sandhir
et al. study, they noted that the astrocytes react as if
the injury were more severe than it actually was. It is
important to note that astrocytic activation inhibits CNS
regeneration.[200] In addition, elevated GFAP and S100B
levels have been used as indicators of a poor clinical
outcome in human beings after TBI.[98]
These results also show that the microglia respond
faster than the astrocytes. Because astrocytes are major
repositories of glutamate and GSH, under pathological
conditions, they become sources of toxic levels of
extraneuronal glutamate. And, as the major source for
neuronal GSH, suppression of GSH synthesis by high
levels of glutamate by inhibition of the glutamate/
cystine antiporter Xc- can significantly increase neuronal
vulnerability to excitotoxicity, ROS/RNS and LPP toxicity,
and injury by a number of common environmental
neurotoxins. It has also been shown that the aging
brain has a reduced activity of peroxisome proliferatoractivated receptor (PPAR)-γ and ß and increase
activation of nuclear factor kappa B, which is linked to
inflammation and prostaglandin activation. PPARs are
a group of nuclear receptor proteins that play essential
role in cell differentiation, metabolism, and in reducing
inflammation. Of importance to this discussion is their
role in reducing inflammation.

LINK
TO
BETA-AMYLOID
HYPERPHOSPHORYLATED TAU

AND

Traumatic brain injury and amyloid processing

Senile plaques and NFT are considered hallmarks of AD,
especially NFTs, even though there is some dispute as
to their essential role in the neurodegenerative process.
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Although McKee and co-workers found no beta-amyloid
accumulation in their cases of CTE, others have reported
abundant amyloid deposits.[156] Amyloid deposits are
known to occur rapidly after TBI and persist in 30% of
severe head trauma cases, even in children.[193,193]
A study by Uryu et al. sheds some light on a possible
pathological link between TBI and amyloid accumulation
in those with risk factors, such as APOE4.[240] Using a
recently developed mTBI model in which the skull is
exposed but not the dura, they examined the effect of
single and repetitive mTBI on cognition, motor behavior,
and the onset and progression of amyloid deposits in
Tg2576 and wild-type (WT) mice at 2 days and 8 and
16 weeks post-injury. Tg2576 mice spontaneously develop
amyloid plaque. The sham-operated mice underwent the
exact same surgical procedure as the mTBI animals, but
without the impact injury.
At baseline, both the Tg2676 mice and WT mice
demonstrated similar abilities to learn visuo-spacial (V-S)
tasks. WT animals subject to single or repetitive injury
showed no difference in learning ability when examined
at 16 weeks. The Tg2576 animals with a single injury
also demonstrated no significant difference than shamoperated Tg2576 animals in V-S tasks. In contrast,
the Tg2576 animals subjected to repetitive impact
demonstrated a significant impairment of learning V-S
task. That is, the repetitive traumatized Tg2576 animals
demonstrated a significant cognitive impairment at 16
weeks postinjury.
Histological examinations of the WT mice demonstrated
no cell loss after single mTBI in the ipsilateral cortex,
hippocampal CA3, or dentate up to 16 weeks after
injury. Repetitive injury produced a significantly higher
accumulation of both soluble and insoluble Aß 40 and
42 than did single injury. Although both injuries in this
study caused an acceleration of amyloid production in
the Tg2576 mice, there was a marked difference, favoring
the repetitive injury model, in the extent of histological
damage and levels of LPO. The greatest increase in
amyloid deposits occurred at 16 weeks postinjury, with
levels 4- to 10-fold higher than sham-operated Tg2576
mice. Higher levels were seen with repetitive injury as
compared with single injury. These deposits were of
greatest density in the olfactory bulb, frontal, cingulate,
and hippocampus and spared the cerebellum, which is
also spared in AD. The cortex had the highest density of
Aß 40 and 42, with smaller densities in the hippocampus.
It is of interest that LPO levels rose rapidly and were
elevated at 12 weeks in the single impact animals, but
returned to baseline levels by 16 weeks. In contrast, the
repetitive injured animals demonstrated high levels of
LPO as early as 9 weeks, which was maintained past 16
weeks. Importantly, cognitive impairment was seen only
in the repetitively injured Tg2576 mice and persisted at
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16 weeks. Previous studies have also shown that repetitive
injuries are more likely to lead to CNS dysfunction and
degeneration.[74,127,213]
LPO levels begin to increases a few months before amyloid
plaques appear in the traumatized brain.[240] Similarly,
microglial activation preceded neurodegeneration in
experimental models and human disease.[176] A number
of studies confirm progressive neurodegeneration in
animal models of impact brain injury.[24,195] Smith et al.
demonstrated progressive loss of neuronal tissue
ipsilateral to the injury site that progressed over a year.[214]
This included neuronal loss of pyramidal layer neurons
within the cortex, thalamus, and septum. In most of
these studies, ongoing microgliosis has been described.

Quinolinic acid

One of the often-ignored excitotoxins linked to the
neurodegeneration of CTE is QUIN, a metabolic product
of kynurenine metabolism. Kynurenine is a tryptophan
metabolite that breaks down into kyurenic acid and
picolinic acid, both of which are neuroprotective, as well
as neurodestructive QUIN.[93] Activated microglia can
secrete large amounts of QUIN, which acts on the NMDA
receptor to initiate excitotoxicity.[101] Under conditions of
brain inflammation, indolamine-2,3-deoxygenase (IDO)
is upregulated and this shifts kynurenine metabolism
toward QUIN generation, which is especially driven
by INF-gamma.[183] Elevations in QUIN can increase
the generation of hyperphosphorylated tau, as do other
excitotoxins.[131,188] Excitotoxins can also increase APP
processing, resulting in an increase deposition of A beta
in traumatized brain.[105] It has also been shown that INFstrongly induces IDO in primed microglia surrounding
amyloid plaque, thus increasing the generation of
QUIN.[254] QUIN has been shown to induce IL-1ß, a key
cytokine in AD pathogenesis.[90,233]
Because chronic inflammation appears to be involved
in CTE, one must consider the effect of excitotoxicity
caused by QUIN accumulation. The kynurenine pathway
is activated in the AD brain and other neurodegenerative
diseases, leading to an accumulation of QUIN.[91,94]
QUIN can be produced by microglia, astrocytes, and
macrophages and immunostaining studies have shown
high levels of QUIN reactivity in the perimeter of
senile plagues and NFTs.[91] Both low and high levels of
QUIN can cause structural changes in neurons.[117] For
example, chronic exposure of human neurons to QUIN
even in concentrations of 100 nM can lead to dendrite
beading, microtubule disruption, and a reduction in
organelles.[117,253] In the AD brain, QUIN has been shown
to accumulate in neurons, with high uptake in the
entorhinal area and hippocampus.[91,92] It also co-localized
with tau in cortical sections from AD patients. QUIN is
found in significantly lower levels in the normal aging
brain.
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In vitro treatment of human fetal neurons with
submicromolar concentrations of QUIN significantly
increase
Tau
phosphorylation
at
multiple
phosphorylation sites [Figure 10]. Rahman et al.
demonstrated that QUIN causes a decrease in
expression of serine/threonine protein phosphatases
and this leads to tau hyperphosphorylation.[188]
They also found that QUIN in concentrations of 500 nM
and 1 200 nM significantly increased, not only total
tau, but also tau phosphorylation at Tau-8 and Tau180 epitopes. QUIN increased phosphorylation of serine
199/202 and threonine 231 in a dose-dependent manner.
They also found that all concentrations of QUIN tested
decreased phosphatase activity by approximately 30% and
was not dose-dependent. QUIN also inhibits glutamate
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uptake and significantly inhibits glutamine synthetase
activity in a dose-dependent manner, both of which
enhance excitotoxicity.[227,233]
Glutamate and NMDA at equimolar concentrations
(500 nM) also increased tau phosphorylation in a manner
similar to QUIN. Various NMDA receptor blockers have
been shown to selectively inhibit Tau phosphorylation
(memantine, MK-801, and AP-5).[130,160] This suggest
that QUIN-induced tau phosphorylation involves NMDA
receptor activity.
Hyperphosphorylation of tau has been shown to
disrupt and disassemble microtubules and lead to
neurodegeneration and memory loss. It is known that
several neuroinflammatory mediators can activate the
kynurenine pathway, leading to production of QUIN
by activated microglia and invading macrophages.
Microglial activation is also known to occur early
in models of tauopathies and immune suppression
attenuates tau pathology.[259] The LPP 4-hydroxynonenal
has been shown to prevent dephosphorylation of
tau and promote tau crosslinking.[154] High levels
of 4-HNE (4-hydroxynononeal) are generated by
immunoexcitotoxicity.
Taken together, there is convincing evidence that TBI,
especially repetitive injury, initiates the activation
of innate brain immunity, which leads to transient
immunoexcitotoxicity.
Under
normal
conditions,
this rapidly reverses as microglia assume a reparative
phenotype. Preexisting brain pathology, even occult, or
previous priming of microglia places the injured brain

Figure 8: Illustration of an activated microglia that fails to switch
from an activated, neurodestructive mode to a reparative mode or
ramified state. Under such conditions immunoexcitotoxic reactions
can continue for prolonged periods

Figure 9. Diagram demonstrating the conversion of a resting
microglia in the uninjured brain to a primed microglia with an initial
injury. Subsequent injuries, even separated by prolong periods, can
then trigger a hyper-reaction by the fully activated microglia. This
in turn results in a more intense immunoexcitotoxic reaction

Figure 10. Elevated glutamate and subsequent excitotoxicity is
essential to neurodegeneration induced by elevated proinflammatory
cytokines. With chronic brain inflammation, tr yptophan
metabolism by the kynurenine pathway shifts toward quinolinic
acid generation, which is excitotoxic. Both elevated QUIN and
glutamate levels inhibit phosphatases and this results in
hyperphosphorylated tau and subsequent neurotubule dysfunction
and neurofibrillary tangle deposition in the areas of the brain most
affected by immunoexcitotoxicity
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in a state of extended hyper-reactivity, which can lead
to a prolonged cascade of immunoexcitotoxic events,
eventually culminating in progressive neurodegeneration.
As the brain ages, it becomes more vulnerable for a
number of reasons, including progressive microglial
activation and priming, attenuation of mitochondrial
function, higher levels of inflammation, neuronal and
glial dystrophy, reduced brain magnesium, periodic
infections, and exposure to a number of environmental
toxins and events. Compelling evidence suggests that
immunoexcitotoxicity can lead to hyperphosphorylation
of tau, increase the generation of neurotoxic levels of
Aß oligomers, suppress mitochondrial migration to
the synapse as well as depress mitochondrial function,
increase the generation of ROS/RNS and LPP, all of which
lead to synaptic and dendritic loss, pathophysiological
events commonly seen in CTE.

THE ROLE OF IMMUNOEXCITOTOXICITY
IN NEUROPSYCHIATRIC AND BEHAVIORAL
DISORDERS
Compelling research has linked excess glutamate
stimulation and/or elevations of proinflammatory cytokines
to a number of neuropsychiatric and behavioral conditions,
many of which are seen with CTE. These include panic
attacks, aggressive behavior, suicide, obsessive-compulsive
disorder, anxiety, and depression.[39,54,112,162,236,243]
In a real life situation, one must also consider other
exposures that can affect neurodegeneration and
immunoexcitotoxicity.
One
study
demonstrated
microglial activation in human beings associated with
illicit drug use in particular methamphetamines.[204]
Buchanan and co-workers demonstrated that exposure
to methamphetamine dramatically enhanced the
proinflammatory response to systemic immune
stimulation by LPS.[31] A similar situation could exist
in the brain-injured athlete, since the microglia would
already be primed by the concussion. Systemic infection,
surgeries (even minor surgeries), and neuroinflammatory
chemicals can act as the systemic immune stimulus.[31]
Regional microglial activation has also been demonstrated
with alcohol abuse in human beings.[196]
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Depression, a common finding with CTE, is closely
correlated with IL-1ß and IL-6 levels in plasma and CSF.
Elevation in the same proinflammatory cytokines is also
associated with the severity of depression.[119] In addition,
newer studies have shown a strong correlation between
brain glutamate levels and major depression, thus making
a case for immunoexcitotoxicity in addictive disorders as
well as associated neurodegeneration.[182,187] These studies
also explain the link between immunoexcitotoxicity and
neuropsychiatric and behavioral disorders associated with
CTE.

CONCLUSIONS
The development of CTE as a consequence of repeated,
minor impact head injury has only recently been
described. Although the final pathological manifestation
closely resembles that of sporadic Alzheimer’s disease,
there are some differences, especially the predominance
of tau pathology over amyloid accumulation in affected
regions of the brain. Anatomical differences in the
distribution of pathology are explained by the diffuse
nature of TBI vs a spontaneous development as with AD.
A central mechanism responsible for this pathological
and clinical picture has not been forthcoming, but in
this paper, we present a central mechanism that may
explain most of the features of the disorder, especially the
pathogenesis of hyperphosphorylated tau proteins.
The interaction between glutamate receptors and
specific cytokine receptors has been shown to result in a
hyperreactive response of the microglia that was primed
by the initial traumatic head injury or other events.
Priming can occur not only from the initial impact, but
also from systemic infections, certain toxic environmental
exposures, including mercury, pesticide/herbicides, and
latent virus infections within the brain. The latter may
include cytomegalovirus and herpes simplex viruses.

Chronic alcoholism has been linked to supersensitization
of receptor-mediated events, including Ca2+-dependent
processes, such as excitotoxicity.[100] Alcohol abuse
is common among retired athletes and this could
dramatically increase the neurodegenerative effects of
immunoexcitotoxicity.

Once primed, subsequent injuries can result in a
hyperactive response of the microglia, resulting in
a several fold higher release of immune cytokines,
chemokines, and other immune mediators, as well as a
massive release of the excitotoxins—glutamate, aspartate,
and quniolinic acid. Crosstalk between proinflammatory
cytokines and glutamate receptors accelerate and worsen
neurodegeneration in the affected areas. The frontal
lobes, hippocampus, and parietal lobes show the greatest
sensitivity to trauma-induced immunoexcitotoxicity.

A number of studies strongly suggest that glutamate
receptors are also playing a major role in addictive
behaviors.[41,155,186] A combination of alcohol-related
glutamate release and glutamate enhancement of
addictive behaviors would make abstinence much more
difficult.

Both inflammatory cytokines and excitotoxins can
dramatically increase the generation of reactive oxygen
and reactive nitrogen intermediates and an array of
LPPs, both of which interfere with glutamate clearance,
thus magnifying immunoexcitotoxicity over a prolonged
period.
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Repeated trauma to the brain may prevent the
normal microglial switching from a proinflammatory
mode to a reparative mode, resulting in chronic
microglial immunoexcitotoxic activity and subsequent
neurodegeneration. And, as demonstrated, several
studies have shown that high levels of glutamate and
quniolinic acid can significantly increase the deposition
of hyperphosphorylated tau protein resulting in the
observed NFT accumulation.

5.

An integral part of this process is the effects of brain
aging on the immunoexcitotoxic process. It is known
that as the brain ages, microglia become primed. Under
nonpathological conditions, these microglia are primed
in a non-neurodestructive mode. In the face of either
systemic infections, environmental toxic exposure or
pre-existing brain pathology, the primed microglia
become neurodestructive and may remain so for very
prolonged periods. This explains why not all athletes are
affected and provides a simple mechanism to explain
the ongoing pathology being observed in the smaller
number subjected to repeated minor head injuries. Also
of importance would be levels of antioxidant enzymes,
efficiency of glutamate removal systems, GSH levels,
and dietary habits. This could also explain the observed
differences in vulnerability.

9.

With better methods of activated microglial scanning, we
may be better able to demonstrate the dynamics of this
process and design ways to reduce microglial activation,
neuroinflammation, and immunoexcitotoxicity reactions.
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Commentary
There is accumulating scientific evidence that
repeated head injury, as in football or boxing sports,
produces a neuroinflammatory response in the brain
itself that ultimately leads to the death of brain cells
throughout the brain and in some cases in the spinal
cord. This inflammatory process has been named
immunoexcitotoxicity by Russell Blaylock, MD, which he
first saw in the “Gulf War Syndrome.” This process relates
to the overreaction of the immune protective cells inside
the brain (microglia) which release chemical substances
that initiate a chain of effects turning on and off certain
genes that then may lead to a series of molecular chain
reactions causing death of the nerve cells. It is akin to a
small brush fire in the brain that with repeated trauma
burns out of control. This process has been suggested
to occur in other neurological diseases like Multiple
Sclerosis and Alzheimer’s disease. Immunoexcitotoxicity
represents a new concept in Medicine in the production
of brain disease and can explain the original observations
in fighters with subsequent brain injury, injuries suffered
in military combat and in other contact sports. This
immunocytotoxicity that is caused by repeated brain

injury, starting with concussions, produces loss of
memory, personality changes, depression, Parkinson’s
syndrome among other symptoms and signs. Elevated
levels of the same immunoexcitotoxic chemicals seen
in brain trauma have now been observed in depression,
obsessive compulsive disorder, and other traumatic
psychiatric disorders unrelated to physical trauma to
the brain. Thus, there appears to be a continuum from
traumatic concussion to post-traumatic stress disorder to
chronic traumatic encephalopathy—all with a substrate
of immunoexcitotoxicity. With neuroinflammation as
a possible common genesis, preventive and therapeutic
strategies
with
anti-inflammatory
agents,
both
pharmacologic (NSAID’s, STATINS, Tetracyclines,
etc.) and natural (Omega 3 fatty acids, Vitamin D3,
resveratrol, curcumin, quercetin, magnesium, hyperbaric
O2, etc.), have a scientific basis.

James I Ausman

Editor-in-Chief, Surgical Neurology International, Rancho Mirage, CA
E-mail: jamesausman@mac.com

Commentary

Microglia-mediated immunoexcitotoxicity, a key player in traumatic
brain injury?
The involvement of activated microglia in neuronal
damage and aging-associated chronic neurodegenerative
diseases is well established.[3-5] In the current issue of
Surgical Neurology International, Blaylock and Maroon
present thoughtful evidence that microglia-mediated
excitotoxic mechanisms also play a key role in traumatic
brain injury (TBI) and its late sequela, chronic traumatic
encephalopathy (CTE). In brief, Blaylock and Maroon
hold that excitotoxic injury to the brain in CTE is
mediated by a crosstalk between proinflammatory
cytokines and glutamate receptors, a process defined as
‘immunoexcitotoxicity.’ Frontal lobes, hippocampus, and
parietal lobes appear to be most vulnerable to excitotoxic
injury because these areas contain numerous glutamate
receptors. Consistent with these observations, a large
number of the symptoms in CTE (i.e., impaired memory,
disorientation, confusion, and mood disorders (i.e.,
depression, paranoia, aggression, irritability, and apathy)
are related to poor prefrontal cortex executive function
and limbic system dysfunction.

Immunoexcitotoxicity as a concept is built around
microglia, the nervous system’s resident immune cells.[3,5]
Transiently activated microglia play key roles in repairing
damage triggered by various insults (i.e., infectious
agents, environmental toxins, and foreign and misfolded
proteins).[3,5] However, chronic microglial activation is
extremely deleterious to the nervous system and is now
linked to disorders that have conventionally been viewed
as unrelated. For example, neurodevelopmental disorders
such as autism[2,7] may, under this scheme, be considered
to be mechanistically related to neurodegenerative diseases
such as Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, multiple
sclerosis, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, Huntington’s
disease, Pick’s disease,[3,5] and now, TBI and CTE. The
underlying component common to all these diseases
is chronic inflammation in the nervous system, and
increasing evidence suggests that hyperactive microglia
are one of the major causative factors in this process.[2-5,9]
Activated microglia are known to secrete a host of
inflammatory cytokines; chemokines; reactive oxygen
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species; prostaglandins; and excitotoxic metabolites such
as glutamate, aspartate, and quinolinic acid.[1-5] It is the
release of these molecules from the activated microglia
that can drive both abnormal immune responses and
excitotoxicity. For example, excessive levels of glutamate
have been shown to cause trans-synaptic injury, axonal
degeneration, and loss of neurons.[6,9] Because glutamate
can also activate microglia and enhance cytokine-induced
neurodegeneration, a self-perpetuating cycle is created
in which inflammatory cytokines stimulate the release
of glutamate while glutamate, in turn, stimulates the
release of inflammatory cytokines. Hence, it appears that
it is the combination of inflammatory cytokines and
excitotoxins that are injurious to the brain, rather than
inflammation alone. Moreover, the mutual interaction
between inflammatory mediators and the excitatory
amino acids keeps the injured cells locked in a chronic
neurodegenerative cycle.
According to the latest World Health Organization
(WHO) report,[8] neurological disorders are increasingly
contributing to the health burden world-wide and
are an important cause of mortality, accounting for
approximately 12% of total deaths globally. TBI adds
to that burden: it is one of the leading causes of death
and disability amongst children and young adults in
industrialized countries.[9] Approximately two million
people in the US annually experience a TBI and, of these,
some 500000 people are hospitalized.[9]
If indeed immunoexcitotoxicity is the key mechanism
linking a series of neurological disorders, and if activated
microglia are the key players in the process, then early
intervention to restore normal microglial function might
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prove an effective strategy for decreasing the total
neurological health burden. In that respect, Blaylock and
Maroon may have provided the medical community with
the broad outlines of a roadmap that will help us find
therapies to halt early damage to the nervous system
before irreparable damage has been done.
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